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NEW SIDDUR 
CAMPAIGN
BRS is excited to roll out our new RCA Siddur, 
which Rabbi Goldberg discussed in his blog a few 
weeks ago, on Shabbat Chanukah. If you would 
like to sponsor one of these Siddurim in memory 
or in honor of someone, now is your chance. The 
cost to sponsor a Siddur is $50.

If you would like to donate a Siddur, please go to 
www.brsonline.org/siddur

If you have any questions, please contact Gloria in the Shul office at Gloria@
brsonline.org

This Tuesday, November 27 at 7:30 pm 
 Rabbi rael blumenthal

Rabbinic Martyrs of the Holocaust

• How did Rabbi Avraham Yitzchak Bloch become the youngest Rosh Yeshiva 
and Rabbi of Telz?

• What was the famed "Telzer Derech” in learning?
• How did Telz survive the Holocaust?
• Hear the tragic story of the destruction of this great Lithuanian Yeshiva, and it’s 

legacy

This week… Rabbi Avraham Yitzchak Bloch
Rosh Yeshiva of Telz

1891-1941

World Once WasThatThe

Sponsored by Simcha & Debbie Firestone in loving memory of Joanne Epstein

Last weeks class on "BRS Rabbinic Martys of the Holocaust” can be found on YUTorah.org

BY RABBI RAEL BLUMENTHAL
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Rabbi Mordechai Yosef Leiner of Izbica (Yiddish: איזשביצע, איזביצע Izhbitze, 
Izbitse, Ishbitze) (1801-1854[1]) was a rabbinicHasidic thinker and founder of 
the Izhbitza-Radzyn dynasty of Hasidic Judaism.
Rabbi Mordechai Yosef was born in Tomashov. At the age of two he became 
orphaned of his father. He became a disciple of Reb Simcha Bunim of 
Peshischa where he joined Rabbi Menachem Mendel of Kotzk and Rabbi Yosef of 
Yartshev; both were also born in Tomashov. When Rabbi Menachem Mendel 
became Rebbe in Kotzk, Reb Mordechai Yosef became his disciple there; then in 
1839 became himself a rebbe in Tomaszów, moving subsequently to Izbica.
His leading disciple was Rabbi Yehuda Leib Eiger (1816-1888[2]), grandson of 
Rabbi Akiva Eiger. His students included Rabbi Zadok HaKohen of Lublin (1823–
1900), his son, Rabbi Yaakov Leiner (1828–1878) and his grandson Rabbi Gershon 
Henoch Leiner of Radzyn.
Mordechai Yosef Leiner is buried in an ohel in the Jewish cemetery in Izbica.
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Rabbi Yaakov Leiner of Izbica-Radzyn 
R' Yaakov of Isbitza passed away in the year 5638 (1878) on the 15th of the month of Av. He left the world when traveling to the town of 
Drozganik for health reasons. His grave is in the town of Ratnitza.


Most of his Torah output was not written in an organized fashion, for he did not write down his teachings. 
The very little that was written down properly was that which he instructed me to write. In the first years 
he did not want to disturb my study of Halacha by asking me to transcribe his teachings. He once told 
me, "If I were to explain to you the true inner meaning of any matter in Torah, you would no longer want 
to learn Halacha. At that point in your studies, if I reveal the mysteries of the Torah, you will then be 
prematurely illuminated, only wanting to dwell in the realm of the mysteries and no longer study the 
revealed Torah. This is because you will see that the simple meaning of the Torah’s teachings are just a 
garment, and the inner essence is the neshama (soul). First occupy yourself with Halacha, and eventually 
you will understand that all of the inner mysteries of the Torah are within the revealed Halacha. Then you 
will take joy in learning both aspects of the Torah." At the end of his life I transcribed his commentary on 
the Etz Chaim of the Arizal. I managed to write more than two hundred pages on a few chapters. Also, I 
have hundreds of pages of his teachings on various disparate matters, including his commentary on the 
Torah.
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Rabbi Gershon Chanoch Henech Leiner of Radzyn
Grand Rabbi Gershon Chanoch Henech Leiner of Radzyn (1839– 
December 15, 1890), son of Beis Yaakov, author of Orchos Chayim, Sod 
Y'sharim, Tiferes Hachanochi, and Dalsos Shaar Ha'ir, among many other 
seforim.

The Rebbe is referred to by Radzyner Chasidim as the Orchos Chayim, based 
on his phenomenal work on the Tzava'ah - the will - of the Tana Rabbi Eliezer 
HaGadol. This work was written by the Rebbe basically without any open 
books to his advantage, in only 12 days, during his trial on a libel fabricated 
against him by his adversaries. When the Rebbe published this work, he 
commented to his chasidim that he's happy that he got to print his Tzava'ah.

In the larger world the Rebbe is better known as the Ba'al HaTecheiles. The 
Rebbe was brilliant in both the revealed and the hidden Torah. He was also 
extremely knowledgeable in several scientific fields, 
like chemistry, engineering and medicine. He spoke several languages fluently, 
and used them frequently while prescribing medicines in Latin to the countless 
people who turned to him for help. At the age of sixteen, the Rebbe had 
already formulated a spectacular idea: he would compose a "gemara" of a sort 
on the mishnayos of Seder Taharos, as there is no Talmud Bavli on those 
tractates. In order to accomplish this, he gathered all the relevant material from 
the whole Talmud Bavli, Talmud Yerushalmi, and all other Braysos etc., and 
presented them in chronological order in a sefer he called Sidrei Taharos on 
Maseches Keilim. He later did the same with all the other tractates of Seder 
Taharos. However, only his works on Keilim and Oholot were published. (The 
other tractates were lost during The Holocaust). The task took him ten years to 
complete.

He worked tirelessly for the restoration of the techeiles of the tzitzis. He made 
use of his vast knowledge to research the topic, and traveled to Italy four times 
to conduct his study. While there he visited what was then the 
largest aquarium in the world, in the coastal city of Naples, and upon studying 
the different sea creatures, he came to the conclusion that the original blue 
color for the Techeiles was extracted from the secretion of the Sepia 
officinalis (a type of squid known as the common cuttlefish; in Hebrew known 
as the Dionon). Legend has it that on one of the Rebbe's visits to Rome; he 
succeeded in persuading the Vatican to allow him a quick glimpse of the Holy 
Vessels of the Beis HaMikdosh, to match his findings with the techeiles on the 
priestly garments. He published several books on the topic, such as S'funei 
T'munei Chol, P'sil T'cheles, and Ein HaT'cheles, and succeeded in influencing 
many Gedolim with his work. At the same time, there were Gedolim who 
opposed to the Rebbe's opinion and did not agree with his findings. There was, 
however, a small number of Gedolei Yisrael who would practice the 
rediscovered mitzvah of techeiles, like Rabbi Sholom Mordechai 
Schwadron (known as the Maharsham of Berzan) who possessed a tallis with 
techeiles fringes. All the Rebbe's chassidim and followers wore them, as do 
many Breslov chassidim to this day.

His identification of the cuttlefish as the source of techeiles was not widely 
accepted and was, in fact, the subject of great controversy. Years later, Rabbi 
Yitzchak Isaac Halevi Herzog challenged that identification and showed that 
the cuttlefish dye was actually the synthetic Prussian blue.[1]

He was the first rebbe known as "The Radzyner Rebbe". Died 4 Teves 5651 
(December 15, 1890). Buried in Radzyn.
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Shlomo Zalman Shragai (Hebrew: זלמן 
 was an Israeli politician (שרגאי, 1899–1995
and Jerusalem's first elected mayor.
Shragai was born into a Polish Orthodox 
Jewish family in Gorzkowice in 1899. He then 
became active in the religious Zionist 
movement and settled in Palestine in 1924,
[1] already playing an important political role 
before Israel's founding in 1948.
In 1950, Shragai was elected mayor of West 
Jerusalem, a position he held for two years.
[2] He then became the head of immigration of 
the Jewish Agency for Palestine. This was a 
time of extensive immigration to Israel from 
Muslim countries, so he often went on 
clandestine trips to these countries to obtain 
the release of the Jews living there. He served 
as honorary world president of Hapoel 
HaMizrachi movement.
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Kotzk

Izbica
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Soon after his birth Katzenelson's family moved to Łódź, Poland, where he grew up. He worked as a 
teacher, founding a school, and as a dramatist in both Yiddish and Hebrew, starting a theatre group which 
toured Poland and Lithuania. Following the German invasion of Poland in 1939 he and his family fled 
to Warsaw, where they got trapped in the Ghetto. There he ran an underground school for Jewish children. 
His wife and two of his sons were deported to the Treblinka extermination camp and murdered there.

Katzenelson participated in the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising starting on April 18, 1943. To save his life, friends 
supplied him and his surviving son with forged Honduran passports. They managed to leave the ghetto but 
later surrendered to the Germans at the Hotel Polski. He was deported to a detention camp 
in Vittel, France, where the Nazis held American and British citizens and nationals of other Allied and 
neutral countries, for possible later prisoner exchange.

In Vittel, Katzenelson wrote Dos lid funem oysgehargetn yidishn folk ("Song of the Murdered Jewish 
People"). He put the manuscript in bottles and buried them under a tree, from where it was recovered after 
the war. A copy was sewn into the handle of a suitcase and later taken to Israel.

In late April 1944, Itzhak Katzenelson and his son Zvi were sent on a transport to the Auschwitz 
concentration camp, where they were murdered on May 1, 1944.

The Ghetto Fighters' House Holocaust and Jewish Resistance Heritage Museum in Israel, is named in his 
memory. "The Song of the Murdered Jewish People" has been translated into numerous languages and 
published as an individual volume.
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Part I

I want to sing you a hero song  
Oh, don’t laugh at me brothers 
and don’t wonder how a Jew  
comes to sing songs of heroes?  
Hero-songs… yes, like this! 
So why are you afraid?  
Are hero’s songs only for Gentiles ?  
Only they have the right… 
Gentiles…theirs is the victory! 
They, only they are the heroes! 
They kill in war 
and destroy whole worlds. 
So this will be hard for me, 
because a Jew has in long years 
not carried a weapon… 
He wears spurless boots, 
He brandishes no sword, 
He does not learn to shoot. 
And clean are his hands and pure is his heart 
and clear, clear is his conscience  
And if a Jew must shed blood  
it is his, his own. 
So I sing you the song of a hero  
of a very different kind.

Oh Vlodova, poor little town —
poor and little? Oh you are not, NO!
Your cast away poor street is rich
with houses of study, with Torah, with Talmud
with questions and answers, of Rashi, and 
Rambam,
sweet and delicious with stories and
tales of many wise, righteous ones.
And holy the words and noble the language
that is heard in your tents
Vlodova the learned, Hassidic world!
Hassidic world! Vlodover teachers
are young, youngsters still —
Look, look into their faces and see their core
you look into their eyes and see their soul —
the eyes are dark black, their look intense, bright.
Their faces are pale, their side burns are dark
they are sometimes hotheaded, and so warm are 
their hearts
Oh Vlodover Hasidim none compare with you?

the Rabbi comes out from Radzyn here to you.
The young Rabbi…Sh, sh —
They’re looking for the Rabbi who comes from 
Radzyn.
They’re looking in Vlodova, with anger they search
and while they are searching they revile him and 
curse.
Do not be afraid of a mad dog that barks,
but a German – watch out while he curses!
The Germans break into the small prayer house
calling with wild cries for Rabbi to be there alive, 
—
“The Holy Rabbi, you Jews must tell us where he 
is
”We want to shoot him, and only him”, they confide
“One Jew instead of all! Say where? Where is he?
And we’ll let you live, we’ll leave you be.”
“He’s nowhere in Radzyn the holy man”
“He is among you, here with you!”
The Jews raise their shoulders in fear
“He’s not here with us dear people;
The Rabbi is dead, he’s long gone,” they insist.
“The Rabbi is young bring him right away
and if you don’t bring him, we’ll shoot you today.”

—-

It’s known as clear as the dawn appears
The Rabbi, the Rabbi, the Rabbi is here
Do let him live he is still so young
at thirty he’s pure as a child of a year
A year old was Saul when promised to be King
But when it came to pass he was thirty
and pure as a babe.
As it was with our King – so with the Rabbi
His eyes like doves, his head full of dew
he came to Vlodova and not by himself.
Vlodova can sense it from end to end.
It senses its ancestors Moses and Aaron
holy forebears from long ago
from a never forgotten past time.
His father, may he rest in peace and grandfather 
too,
his prayer shawl woven with your heavens’ blue 
thread*
trails him like the sunlight
and encircles the entire city
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The Rabbi, he stands awake and he guards —
quiet his gaze, and sure are his steps
He is so young and strong as a giant
and faithful and pious as can be!
Oh Rabbi you are not at peace, I know —
you have broken out in cold sweat
You are not so sure, no you are not!
Why do you look around with every few steps?
And young though you are you are not so young 
and strong
your forehead is wrinkled and bent is your neck
If your father and grandfather, both of them great
came out of their graves — to stand beside you
Oh young little Rabbi, you are older than they!
Your grandfather wove the holy prayer shawl —
Your father – did he ever live, see or imagine
that which his son on this strange earth has 
seen?
A shudder goes through our bodies so cold.
Oh young, so young Rabbi and already so old!…

—

Part II

Radzyn! What of Radzyn? And Fshiskha and 
Ger?
Little towns in Poland, no longer are there!
And the Rabbis? One cannot deny – holy Jews!
A holy Jew is one Jew and no more
and one Jew may be big, or may be small –
and no one comes to stand with Jews much at 
all–!
Ten Jews for a minyan! And more are a tribe!
And for twelve tribes a sea will split in two!
And God Blessed be He comes down to them
and God gives them a Torah and Tablets Two
leads them through the desert and gives them a 
land.
They blow the rams horns and cause walls to 
come down —
and sanctified are when they come into the town 
—
They do not touch a thing, all is for God!
Only one Jew. And one alone sins.
He may be big. He may small – but is one!

He may be strong or he may be weak.
Blessed may Jews be many of them!

___

Part III

I have a funeral, — Lublin is demolished
The Torah trashed, shuls smashed,
Jewish houses and homes laid waste.
The sun breaks into windows in vain
No one is there to benefit, to enjoy
the light of the sun’s warm rays.
No one to thank your name and say: I believe
in your mercy that comes with your great light.
But Papa-Father how does it help you
to send out your light clear down to here?
No one is here now, no one any more…
except those shot right here in this house.
They still lie in bed just as in a grave.
In their own bed and in their own blood.
They lie now, lie silenced, at peace
Wasted your light on the dead in bed
wasted his kisses, wasted each caress.
Your light, great God falls wasted like my tears.
Their eyes never will open again!

Now from Warsaw a messenger comes
He enters in silence and sees
the Rabbi – the Rabbi – a broken sail
who does not see nor hear him …So he waits
then goes to the Rabbi and says quietly
“Ride, Rabbi to Warsaw, the car waits for you
a closed car and very secure”.
“I won’t go to Warsaw!”.
“Go Rabbi Go!
The auto is standing in front of the house…
The chauffeur is German… Come Rabbi, go out,
and ride to Warsaw with us, Warsaw waits.”
The Rabbi is angry, his answer is harsh
“I will not go to Warsaw!”,
“Go Rabbi, Go!
The auto is here and there is money too.
The road is secure, the danger not great
yet should something bad happen – we’ll buy our 
way out.
We’ll take you to Warsaw. Warsaw awaits.”
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“I’ll not go to Warsaw…I have a funeral”… and 
he bows his head.

—

Warsaw, my Warsaw does not need me
Warsaw wants to save me, she wants
to take me away quick and in secrecy.
She sends me a car and gold…here.
Here, give the gold here and more give me 
more!
I need all the gold I can get.
They should send me more.
I must rescue the dead … a dead Jew
yearns for a grave, wants to be covered with dirt
wants to have peace … go into his rest —
Burial money, Jews, send burial money to me!”
His stature and the clear bright blue eyes —
Is this the Rabbi? Or is it a Goy?
He’s in front of the small forest, the one going 
dark.
And the Rabbi has rolled up his sleeves!
With a shovel in hand he works there, he digs
with the Jews who’ve just survived
together with them, he digs graves
in a little forest, a big cemetery.
The corpses are carried and more and more 
come
they lie like trees chopped down into moss,
they lie there and wait. A grave in the woods
does not dig itself fast, nor so soon.
The number of corpses grows in the woods
the eyes glazed, the faces like wax.
The mountain of dead grows high into sky,
The sack filled with gold slowly shrinks down.
The last holy martyr – no more carried there—
the sack has been emptied, empty and bare.

Who cries? Who is crying into the night?
We have brought our dead people to Kever 
Yisroel**
and you, you, you live –
Don’t cry and do not bow down your heads..
We’re not crying Rabbi, we rejoice silently
martyrs who are buried – do not ever die
A mother’s womb or a mound of earth —
we celebrate, Rabbi, what is meant for us —

to have been rescued and to help you, yes
to bring those who lie here to Kever Yisroel.

June 1, 1943
No—He did not keep silent, stubborn he is 
He broke down and cried too  
the whole city cried  
Great Almighty Jewish God  
You envy peoples tears 
You want to cry too but cannot NO 
Sh…Sh. Quiet! — A German stomps into the 
shul  
The Rabbi! He dare not be here for a minute  
Quickly he’s surrounded, sheltered in the crowd 
and moved out 
My God remains alone there and weeps softly in 
his house  
He who called out the fast has fled and fled far 
the fast was renewed in cities and towns 
Jews in ghettos near and far, joined and 
renewed it.
Lublin is annihilated – no longer there  
The Germans learned of the fast and ordered  
the Rabbi to police headquarters. 
His wife warned him: “Don’t go!” 
He looked at her with longing and said: 
“Oh if I died like Rabbi Akiva to honor God’s 
name  
– my body combed with hot iron combs — 
Don’t sin my wife, don’t cry! 
I earned that rite for my people, my God” 
And he went away, and did not come back
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